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Robotic Skill Learning for Precision Assembly
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Abstract—This paper proposes a skill learning approach for
precision assembly robot, aiming to realize efficient skill transfer
from teacher to robot through several demonstrations. The
framework is designed considering that a skill has multiple controllers and procedures. A complex skill is segmented to an action
sequence according to the changes of the teacher’s selective attention settings on the multiple system variables. The learning of
each action is to select a predefined action class and learn its key
parameters from the demonstration data. The action sequence
forms a finite state machine. To execute an action, firstly the action instance is generated from the action class and the learned
parameters. Then at each time step the action state is updated by
the Gaussian mixture model based dynamical system and is sent
to the lower level controller as the reference signal, so that the
action state evolves towards the target with a specified motion
pattern. In this work, the action classes of image feature guided
motion and the force constrained motion are proposed based on
the multi-camera microscopic vision and 3-dimensional force
feedback, respectively, which can be reused in different skills. The
proposed approach was validated by the two experiments of the
sleeve-cavity assembly and the coil-cylinder assembly.
Index Terms—Robotic skill learning, precision assembly,
learning from demonstration, microscopic vision, force control.

I. INTRODUCTION

P

assembly robot plays an important role in the
fabrication of small objects with precise structures, such as
the millimeter-sized fusion ignition targets and the micron-sized microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [1-3]. Its
high precision is guaranteed by the high resolution manipulator,
microscopic vision, micro-force sensing, etc. The automated
precision assembly robot is efficient, repeatable and stable,
which reduces the labor cost. However, the traditional system
requires the experts’ computer programming, which is time
consuming and unfriendly to non-programmer. The robot is
capable of only one hard-coded skill that has no adaption to
changed tasks. Therefore, introducing skill learning to precision assembly robot is an appealing approach to realize the
flexible skill acquisition and adaption, without relying on
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complex programming.
Precision assembly robot integrates a set of sensing and
control techniques. Microscopic vision provides the real time,
non-contact and high resolution sensing of object pose [4].
Visual controllers to guide manipulators are divided into two
categories: position-based and image-based ones. The former
relies on the stereo microscopic vision to reconstruct the object
pose in Cartesian space [5,6]. However, the visual reconstruction is sensitive to model error and calibration error. The shallow depth of field of microscope also limits the visual reconstruction when the object is with an irregular 3-demenstional
(3-D) structure. The latter category establishes the close loop
directly in the image space, avoiding the visual reconstruction
and reducing the computation complexity. A monocular microscopic camera is mainly sensitive to the 2-D translation and
1-D rotation in the focused plane [7]. Therefore, to guide the
3-D assembly, the multi-camera microscopic vision is required,
which provides the image features in multi-view. In [8], the
pose alignment with 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) was realized
based on the image Jacobian matrices. Shen et al. fulfilled the
automated assembly by combining the telecentric microscopic
vision based control with the laser sensing [9]. Compliant
control based on force feedback is another important technique
in precision assembly. Skills like insertion are with force constraint so that the objects are not damaged during contact [10].
The force condition also determines the success of the skills
like grip [11]. For the millimeter-sized objects, the influence of
adhesion force is not significant, and the force control mainly
concerns the deformation and friction forces.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first one to
realize the skill learning for the robotic precision assembly of
millimeter-sized 3-D objects with micron-level precision. The
skill learning is considered at the two hierarchical levels: task
flow level and action level. Considering the differences between the precision assembly and the ordinary one, there is a
gap between the goal of precision assembly skill learning and
the following existed works.
First, at the task flow level, a skill is composed of several
primitive actions. The learning is to determine the precedence
of the primitive actions. The task precedence graph was utilized
to describe the sequential task flow [12]. The hidden Markov
model based method was proposed to model the multi-phase
skills [13]. In [14], the assembly skill sequence was parsed
from the visual observation. The assembly skill was described
with the motion net representation [15]. The process of the
flexible insertion skill was segmented into different phases [16].
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Since the precision assembly task is with the structured
scenarios and clearly defined procedures, the finite state machine is a brief scheme to represent the task flow [17].
Second, at the action level, the learning and execution of the
primitive actions are considered. The action target is the basic
information to learn. In [18], the visuospatial skill learning
approach extracted the desired pose configuration of objects
based on the monocular vision. In many cases, the action success is determined by not only the final target but also the
middle process. Calinon et al. and Cho et al. both used the
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to encode demonstration
trajectories and used the Gaussian mixture regression (GMR) to
generalize trajectories [19,20]. Gaussian process regression is
an alternative for trajectory encoding [21]. The major drawback
of trajectory-based methods is that the trajectory reproduction
is not time-invariant. The dynamical system is a promising
alternative that determines the evolution of robot state dynamically without depending on time-index. The dynamical system
based modeling is more human-like, as a person acts dynamically instead of pre-planning a fixed trajectory. The dynamical
movement primitives (DMP) method was utilized to learn and
generate the motion, which could adapt to target changes and
perturbations [22]. As is reported in [23], DMP relies on an
external stabilizer, which distorts the temporal pattern of dynamical system. This problem was avoided by directly learning
a multivariable dynamical system, which presented the better
generalization ability and the better robustness to both temporal
and spatial perturbations. However, the global stability is essential to a nonlinear dynamical system. In [24], the stable
estimator of dynamical system (SEDS) method was proposed
to learn the GMM based dynamical system, which ensured the
global stability at the target. Furthermore, the coupling of two
different actions was realized with the coupled dynamical system [25]. SEDS was successfully applied to several robotic
scenarios [17,26]. This work utilizes the multivariable dynamical system for action learning.
Although the aforementioned works presented the several
paradigms, the following problems still remain. 1) The multiple
kinds of controllers are used in precision assembly. However,
in [17] and [18], the skills were related to only one controller. 2)
The image-based visual controller should be combined with a
novel action model. In [17] and [19], the actions were modeled
in Cartesian space, which relied on the marker-based pose
tracking and the kinesthetic sensing, respectively, which are not
available for precision assembly. In [18], the visuospatial skill
was represented in image space, but was only suitable for the
actions in a planar workspace. 3) The allowed forces in precision assembly are small because the objects are small and thin.
The criterion to determine the stiffness modulation factor in [17]
was based on comparing the normalized variances of position
and force, which might be improper when the changes in position and force are both small.
The motivation of this work is to develop an efficient skill
learning approach for precision assembly considering solving
the above problems. 1) A skill learning-execution framework is
designed, which is suitable for skills with multi-procedure task
flow and multiple kinds of controllers. 2) To combine the action
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Fig. 1. Structure diagram of precision assembly robot.

learning with the image based visual controller, the action class
of image feature guided motion is proposed, considering the
epipolar constraint between microscopic cameras. 3) To realize
the compliant motion under the small valued contact force, the
action class of force constrained motion is proposed, which can
modulate the compliance degree according to the learned force
constraint. The above two action classes involve little prior
assumption on task specification, which can be reused in different tasks by learning and instantiating.
The remainder of this work is arranged as follows. The configuration of the precision assembly robot is presented in Section II. The skill learning framework is proposed in Section III.
Section IV gives the general action learning scheme. In Section
V and Section VI, the two reusable action classes are proposed.
Experiments and results are given in Section VII. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Section VIII.
II. OVERVIEW OF PRECISION ASSEMBLY ROBOT SYSTEM
The robot system as shown in Fig. 1 is designed to realize
3-D precision assembly. The main elements include the three
microscopic cameras, the three manipulators, and a force sensor. The light sources and other mechanical parts are not shown
in Fig. 1. The microscopic cameras 1, 2, and 3 provide the mid-,
side-, and up-views of objects, respectively. Each camera is
mounted on a linear motion stage to enable the autofocus. The
manipulators 1 and 2 are with three translational DOFs, and the
motion axes are orthogonal. The manipulator 3 consists of a
vertical lifting stage and three rotational stages. The manipulators are driven by stepper motors. The 3-D force sensor is
installed at the wrist of the manipulator 3. In addition, the robot
system has a manual-operation interface on the host computer,
which provides the real time image display, the system state
display, and the manual-control buttons. The manipulator
frame {Mi} (i=1,2) is built on the manipulator i, and with the
three frame axes aligned to the three motion axes. The manipulator frame {M3} is built on the manipulator 3, with the three
frame axes aligned to the rotation axes. The frame {F} is attached to the force sensor.
III. ROBOTIC SKILL LEARNING FRAMEWORK
A. Robotic Skill Representation
The inspirations from human skill are as follows. 1) The skill
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Fig. 2. Robotic skill learning framework. (a) The blue and green colors indicate the learnable and predefined parts, respectively. (b) The green “√” indicates the
selected variable which the teacher pays attention to during a skill segment, and the selection setting corresponds to an action class.

can be segmented, so that in each skill segment, the lower level
controllers are partially utilized and the feedbacks are selectively read. 2) The skill learning mainly concerns the skill
effect, without training the lower controllers repeatedly. For
example, insertion can be finished by either hand of an arbitrary
worker, and the effects on objects are consistent. 3) The similar
actions can be categorized into the same class. For example, the
writing, drawing, and moving skills can be fulfilled with the
same eye-hand coordination based action class. This mechanism, i.e. to pre-define a set of action classes and reuse them in
different skills, is more efficient than learning skill from scratch.
The proposed robotic skill scheme is shown in Fig. 2.
Robotic skill: The robotic skill layer is a higher-level layer,
which does not interact with objects directly, but reads the
selected system states from the sensing system and sends the
reference signal to the selected lower controller. The skill effect
is the system state’s evolution towards the target along a proper
trajectory.
Action sequence: The action sequence represents the task
flow. The sequential structure is described by a finite state
machine (FSM). Each node of the FSM corresponds to an
action. The transition condition to the next node is the success
of the current action, i.e. whether the target is reached.
Action class and instance: An action class is the abstraction
of the actions of the same category. An action class is instantiated as an action instance when its parameters are configured
by the specifications of a skill. The library of action class is
pre-defined. The aim is to use as few action classes as possible
to cover the potentially required action instances.
The lower controllers and sensing system are pre-defined
and then reused in different skills. Some examples are given in
Fig. 2. The controllers with the same control method but different actuators are given the different controller indexes.
B. Robotic Skill Learning Procedure
As shown in Fig. 2, the skill learning is to acquire an action
sequence and each action instance from demonstrations. The
human teacher demonstrates the skill via a manual-operation
interface for Ndemo times. The system state variables include the
positional image feature ξ Ipi 41 of the object i (i=1,2), the

directional image feature ξ Idi 21 of the object i, the 3-D
force ξ f 31, the manipulator position ξ m 31, the gripper’s binary status grip, and the glue dispensing volume glue.
During the demonstration, the teacher is required to set the
selective attention status on the above system variables, which
is implemented by clicking a set of buttons on the manual-operation interface. Only the system variables with the selective attention are useful for the current skill segment and are
displayed on the interface.
The proposed skill learning procedure is given in Algorithm
1. The demonstrations are conducted one by one. When a
demonstration begins, a new skill segment is created. This skill
segment corresponds to an action class c, which is determined
Algorithm 1: Robotic skill learning procedure
Create a new skill ;
# Demonstration and skill segmentation
for each demonstration n=1,2,…,Ndemo {
Skill segment index i1;
do{Create a new dataset {i(n);ci;ai}{,null,null};
Set the action class ci according to the teacher’s selective
attention settings on the system variables;
# Record the system states over time for action i
Time step t0;
do{Read the current state variables with the selective
attention and append them into i(n) with the time
step index t;
Wait until the teacher manually operated once;
Check the teacher’s selective attention settings;
t t+1;
}while the teacher’s selective attention settings are not
altered and the demonstration is not terminated;
ii+1;
aiindex of the activated controller;
}while demonstration is not terminated;
# Action learning
for each skill segment i=1,2,…,Nact
Learn action i from dataset {i(1), i(2),…i(Ndemo);ci;ai};
Add i into the end of ;
# Skill learning result
The learned skill {1, 2,…, Nact};
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by the teacher’s selective attention. An example is shown in Fig.
2(b). If {ξ Ipi , ξ Idi } are selected, c is image feature guided motion. If {ξm , ξ f } are selected, c is force constrained motion. If
grip is selected, c is gripping. If glue is selected, c is glue dispensing. Other cases are invalid. After the action class is determined, the human teacher controls the robot in the stepping
mode. At each time step t, the states with the selective attention
are read from the sensing system, and recorded into the matrix
 as a column. The rows number of  equals the total dimension of the selected state variables. When the teacher’s selective
attention alters, the current skill segment terminates and a new
skill segment will be created. In addition, the index of the
controller utilized in this skill segment is recorded as a.
After one demonstration, Nact skill segments are obtained.
Because the task flow of a skill is assumed fixed, each demonstration is segmented to the same number Nact of stages. Each
stage corresponds to the same action class c and the same activated controller a. After the Ndemo demonstrations, the data of
each skill segment from all the demonstrations is used for
learning an action instance . The action learning is presented
in the following sections. The learned action instance is added
into the skill  sequentially. Finally, the skill  is obtained as an
action sequence.

evolution trajectory with its nonlinearity. The dynamical system should satisfy the global asymptotical stability at the target
ξ * , namely,
lim ξ ( t )  ξ * , ξ (0) 

K

p ( ξ , ξ ; θ 1 , θ 2 ,..., θ K )    k

B. Gaussian Mixture Model Based Dynamical System
The nonlinear dynamical system is used to represent the
evolution policy, which is a first-order autonomous ordinary
differential equation,

ξ

(ξ )

(1)

where ξ d is the state variable, whose first-order derivative
is ξ . The state evolution with the time step t is given by,

ξ ( t 1)  ξ ( t )  t  (ξ ( t ) )

(2)

where ξ ( t ) is the state variable at time step t. t determines the
evolution velocity. The function  determines the shape of

( ξ , ξ | k ; μk , Σ k )

(4)

k 1

where the parameter set θ k  { k , μk , Σ k } (k=1,2,…,K) is
composed of the kth Gaussian component’s weight  k ,
mean μk 2d1, and covariance Σ k 2d2d, respectively. 
stands for the Gaussian function.
If the current state ξ is given, the conditional probability
distribution of ξ is obtained using Gaussian mixture regression (GMR) [27]. The output of  is the expectation of ξ conditioned on ξ , namely,

ξ = (ξ )=E ( ξ |ξ ; θ1 , θ 2 ,..., θ K )
K


k 1

A. Reference Frame
The reference frame {R} is the frame in which the action is
uniformly represented over different task conditions. For example, the picking action is related to the task condition of
object pose. If the action is directly represented in the world
frame, the observed targets and trajectories vary as the object
pose changes. If {R} is attached on the object with the frame
axes indicating the object attitude, the targets and trajectories
are consistent after they are transformed into {R}. Thus, the
adaption of action to task condition changes is implemented in
the frame transformation step.

(3)

The nonlinear dynamical system is implemented based on
the Gaussian mixture model (GMM). The joint probability
distribution of ξ and ξ is given by the mixture of K Gaussian
components,

IV. ACTION LEARNING SCHEME
In this section, the general scheme of action learning is presented without specifying the action class. An action is defined
as the evolution of the robot state ξ to the target ξ * along the
appropriate trajectory. The two key factors are the target state
and the evolution policy. The latter should satisfy: firstly, the
evolution converges to the target finally; secondly, the evolution trajectory corresponds to a specific pattern.

d 1

t 

 k p( ξ | k )



K
i 1

 p( ξ | i )
i

[ μξk  Σ ξk,ξ ( Σ ξk ) 1 ( ξ -μξk )]

(5)

where

 Σ ξk Σ ξk,ξ 
 μξk 
μk   k  , Σ k   k
 , p(ξ | k )= ( ξ | k ; μξk , Σ ξk ) (6)
k
μ
Σ
Σ
 ξ ,ξ
 ξ 
ξ 

To simplify the modeling and learning of the dynamical
system, the target state is regarded as a constant zero vector.
Before the current ξ is input to the dynamical system, it is
subtracted by the target ξ * . After ξ is updated in the dynamical system, the target ξ * is added back to ξ . Thus, the converging to zero in the dynamical system equals that the ξ
converging to ξ * .
C. Gaussian Mixture Model Based Coupled State Inference
In some cases, an action involves multiple sensor feedbacks.
If a single variable is used to describe the complete system state,
the dynamical system’s variable will be high dimensional.
However, it is hard to learn a high dimensional dynamical
system with a good generalization performance just from a few
demonstrations, because covering a high dimensional space
requires a large number of training samples.
Therefore, the action state is described by the two low dimensional variables ξ and ξ( cp ) . The evolution of ξ is driven
by a dynamical system. Simultaneously, ξ( cp ) is also updated
assuming it is coupled with ξ by ξ( cp ) = (ξ ) . The coupling
relationship is represented by the joint probability distribution
p[ ξ( cp ) , (ξ ) ] based on GMM, where the function  is the Euclidean norm  (ξ ) = || ξ || , which indicates the progress of an
action regarding reaching the target || ξ || =0 . The GMM training is based on the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm.
Using GMR, the expectation of ξ( cp ) conditioned on  (ξ ) is
the inferred state,
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ξ( cp ) = (ξ ) = E[ξ( cp ) | (ξ )]

(7)

Note that the coupled state inference is optional. It is not used
when the action has low dimension state variables.

{I1}

{I2}
[u2,v2]T

×

D. Action Learning
As given in Section III.B, after the nth (n=1,2,…,Ndemo)
demonstration of a skill segment, a dataset {(n);c;a} is obtained. The parameter c and a are directly recorded. (n) includes
the
dynamical
system’s
state
trajectory
[ξ 1,n , ξ 2,n , , ξ T ,n ] and optionally the coupled state trajecn)
tory [ξ((1,cpn) ) , ξ((2,
, ξ((cpTn),n ) ] . Tn is the total time steps of the nth
cp ) ,
demonstration.
Firstly, the target ξ * of the action is obtained by averaging
the final states of the Ndemo demonstrations, namely,
n

ξ*

1

N demo

N demo

n 1

ξ

Tn , n

(8)

Secondly, the GMM parameters of the dynamical system are
learned from data. Each trajectory of ξ is subtracted by its
final state ξ T . Then the first-order derivative at each time
step is given by ξ ( t )  ξ ( t 1)  ξ ( t ) . Finally, the dataset from the
nth demonstration is formed as a 2dT matrix
n

n

√

  ξ (1,n )   ξ (2,n ) 
 ξ (Tn ,n )  
   (1,n )  ,  (2,n )  ,...,  (T ,n )  
n
  ξ   ξ 
ξ
 

(9)

The Ndemo datasets are cascaded as the entire training dataset
{ 1 , 2 , , Ndemo } , which is a 2d(T1+T2…+TNdemo)
train
matrix. Note that the time step lengths Tn need not be the same,
because the action is independent of time index. The SEDS is
used to learn the GMM from train , which guarantees the global
stability of dynamical system while maximizes the similarity
between demonstration and replay [24]. If the coupled state
inference is used, its GMM parameters are learned from the
1, n
2, n
Tn , n
];[ξ ((1,cpn) ) , ξ((cp2,n) ) , , ξ((cpTn),n ) ]} , using the
dataset {[ξ , ξ , , ξ
expectation maximization algorithm.
E. Action Execution
The action execution is described in Algorithm 2. Firstly, the
action instance  is obtained by instantiating the action class c
with the learned parameters, including the GMM parameters,
the target, and the controller index. After the action starts executing, the dynamical system receives the current state and
outputs the new state at the next time step. If the coupled state
exists, its value is updated using the coupled state inference.
Afterwards, the new states are sent as reference signals to the
lower controllers selected by the indexes a and a(cp). The action
stops when the norm of state increment decreases below . The
specific action classes can be designed based on the above
action learning scheme, as is given in the next two sections.
V. ACTION CLASS OF IMAGE FEATURE GUIDED MOTION
The action class of image feature guided motion is proposed
to observe and learn the action in the image spaces, so that it
can be combined with the image based visual controller. In this
work, the image features are extracted from the raw grayscale

[u1,v1]T
Target

Target

{RI2}

×

Object 2

{RI2}
Object 1

{RI1}
Object 1
Side view

Epipolar
line

√

{RI1}
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Fig. 3. Observed action in two image views. The green and red curve show the
proper and improper motion trajectories for pose alignment action,
respectively. The epipolar line in the mid view is determined by the point
[u2,v2]T in the side view.

Algorithm 2: Execution of Action 
Input: Action class c, GMM parameter θ k (k=1,2,…,K), target
ξ * , controller index a, velocity t, stop threshold  ;
Optional input for coupled state inference: GMM parameter
θ(kcp ) (k=1,2,…,K(cp)), controller index a(cp).
Instantiate c as  by loading the action parameters;
Time step t0;
do{Read the current state ξ ( t ) from the sensing system;
Frame transformation into {R};
ξ ( t ) ξ ( t ) -ξ * ; # Subtract the target
ξ ( t 1)
ξ ( t ) t (ξ ( t ) ) ; # Update the dynamical system
( t 1)
ξ( cp )
(ξ ( t 1) ) ; # Infer the coupled state
(t )
(t )
ξ
ξ +ξ * ;# Add the target
Frame transformation back from {R};
Send ξ ( t 1) and ξ((cpt 1)) to the lower controllers a and a(cp),
respectively, as the reference signals;
t t+1;
}while ||ξ ( t 1) -ξ ( t ) ||   ;
images with the contour primitives of interest extraction (CPIE)
method, which can be conveniently reconfigured for different
objects and is robust to unsatisfying imaging conditions [28].
A. Reference Frame
Generally, the two objects 1 and 2 are observed by the two
cameras 1 and 2 from two view directions. The state variables
include ξ Ip1 , ξ Ip 2 , ξ Id 1 , and ξ Id 2 , which are described in Section III.B. The image frames of the side and mid views are
labeled as {I1} and {I2}, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.
The position of the object 1 is manipulated relative to the
object 2. The reference frames in the mid and side views are
labeled as {RI1} and {RI2}, respectively. The origin of {RIi}
(i=1,2) is attached on the object 2. The y-axis of {RIi} indicates
the object 2’s axis direction. The frame transformation TIi from
{Ii} to {RIi} is determined by the object 2’s pose image feature,
i.e. ξ Ip 2 =[u1 , v1 , u2 , v2 ]T and ξ Id 2 [ 1 , 2 ]T , where [ui , vi ]T
and i are the position and direction of the object 2 in the
image i, respectively. Specially, when setting ξ Ip 2 =ξ Id 2 =0 , the
action is represented in the image frames, which is used if a
single object is manipulated.
Because in this robot system only the manipulator 3 has rotational axes, the attitude adjustment is conducted on the object
2 by the manipulator 3. The attitude of the object 2 is manipulated relative to the object 1. Similarly, the two reference
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frames {RI1} and {RI2} are built on the object 1 for representing the object 2’s directional image features uniformly.
B. Dynamical System and Coupled State Inference
The dynamical system with object-related image features as
the state variable is called the image feature dynamical system
(IFDS). The positional image feature of the object 1 is
ξ Ip1 =[u1 , v1 , u2 , v2 ]T , where [ui , vi ]T indicates the object 1’s
position in the image i and is represented in {RIi} (i=1,2). The
epipolar constraint should be considered in the multi-view
vision [29]. Therefore, the elements of ξ Ip1 should satisfy

[u1 , v1 ,1](TI 11 )T FTI 21[u2 , v2 ,1]T

0

(10)

where F33 is the fundamental matrix between the two
cameras, which can be calibrated in advance. TI1 and TI2 are
involved because ξ Ip1 is represented in the reference frames.
If the epipolar constraint is not considered and ξ Ip1 is directly
used as the state variable, the image positions given by the
dynamical system might violate the physical geometric constraint and be unreachable. Therefore, ξˆIp1 =[u1 , u2 , v2 ]T is used
as the state variable of the dynamical system. The target state is
*
ξˆI*p1 =[u1* , u2* , v2* ]T . The rest variables v1 and v1 are determined
by the epipolar constraint (10). Thus,

v1

ξm

ξm
Manipulator 1/2

Force sensing

Object 1

Contact with object 2

Fig. 5. Action execution of force constrained motion.

(ξ Ip1 )
Object 2

Frame transform
{M}{RM}

(ξ m )

ξ Ip1 , ξ Id 1

Coupled directional
image feature inference

(ξ m )

Λ

Coupling switch

Frame transform
{RI 1} {I1}
{RI 2}{I2}

m

ξ m*

Compliant
motion controller

Coupled directional image feature guided motion

ξ Id( ref2 )

ξm =

ξ fr Coupled force inference

ξf =

Frame transform
{I1}{RI 1}
{I2}{RI 2}

Positional IFDS

ξˆIp1 =

Micro vision

Motion DS

Frame transform
{RM} {M}

u1 ( F11u2 F12 v2 F13 ) ( F31u2 F32 v2 F33 )
F21u2 F22 v2 F23

(11)

where F'ij (i,j=1,2,3) is the ith row jth column element of the
matrix F'= (TI1-1)TFTI2-1. The directional image feature ξ Id 2
[ 1 , 2 ]T of the object 2 is considered coupled with the above
positional image feature. Thus the coupled direction image
feature inference is given by ξ Id 2
Id (ξ Ip1 ) .
C. Action Execution and Simulation
The image feature guided motion is driven by the positional
image feature dynamical system until the target ξˆIp* 1 is reached,
meanwhile the directional image feature is updated by the
coupled state inference, as shown in Fig. 4. At each time step,
the updated positional and directional image features are sent to
the visual position and attitude controllers, respectively. The
image Jacobian matrix based visual position and attitude controllers are used as the lower controllers [30]. The adjustments

of the object 1’s position and the object 2’s attitude are simultaneous. This is more efficient than adjusting the position and
attitude in sequence. Note that the frame transformations are
not fixed but dependent on the objects’ real-time poses.
Therefore, when the two objects are manipulated simultaneously, the frame transformations change with the object poses
in real time. For example, when the object 2 is rotated or lifted
during the action execution, the motion of the object 1 can
adapt instantly.
The image feature guided motion can work in the simulation
mode assuming that the lower controllers track the reference
signals perfectly, i.e. ξ Ip( ref1 ) ξ Ip1 and ξ Id( ref2 ) ξ Id 2 . For example,
given the images at the start time, the state ξ Ip( t1 0) is extracted to
initialize the positional image feature dynamical system. Then
the action is simulated and the simulation trajectories can be
visualized on the images, so that the correctness of the action
can be conveniently checked without practical execution.
VI. ACTION CLASS OF FORCE CONSTRAINED MOTION
The action class of force constrained motion is proposed for
the actions related to both motion and contact force constraint,
such as insertion, mounting, and pushing. The action is combined with the compliant motion controller.
A. Reference Frame
The force constrained motion is described relative to the start
position of the manipulator. Therefore, the reference frame {Rm}
is established at the manipulator end when the manipulator
position is ξm( t 0) at the start time t=0. Thus the position state
ξ m =[x,y,z]T indicates the translation from the start position.
The force state variable is ξ f =[fx, fy, fz]T, which is read from the
sensor and transformed into {Rm} by rotation transformation.
B. Dynamical System and Coupled State Inference
The motion is learned as the dynamical system ξ m  m ( ξ m ) .
Assuming the desired force is coupled with the motion, it is
updated by the coupled state inference ξ f
f ( ξm ) . In addition,
because the requirement of force control accuracy varies in
different skills, the allowed band around the desired force is
inferred. As given in Section IV.C, the joint distribution of ξ f
and  (ξm ) is learned with the GMM. Then the distribution of
ξ f conditioned on  (ξm ) is inferred using the GMR. The conditional expectation ξ f
E[ξ f | (ξm )] is used as
f ( ξm )
the desired force, namely the center of the allowed band. The
conditional covariance Σ f is
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K

 k p(m | k )

k 1

i 1 i p(m | i)

Σ f  [

K

]2 [ Σ kf  Σ kf ,m ( Σ kf ) 1 Σ mk , f ]

(12)
Camera 3

where m stands for  (ξm ) . The square root of the ith diagonal
element of Σ f is the standard variance fi (i=1,2,3), which
indicates the force uncertainty along the ith dimension.
Generally, the force constraint on the ith dimension is the
allowed band [ f ri 3 fi , f ri 3 fi ] , where f ri is the ith element
of the desired force ξ fr . The contact force is expected to be
limited within this allowed band. The width of the allowed band
is dependent on the discrepancy of the demonstrated force
trajectories. For example, the demonstrated forces of the insertion vary within a range in which the objects are not damaged.
The demonstrated forces of the push action are with tiny discrepancy when an exact push force is desired.

Manipulator 1

Force sensor
Camera 1
Manipulator 2

Camera 2
Manipulator 3

Sleeve

Bracket

Needle

Coil

Cavity

Cylinder

Fig. 6. Experimental system and objects .
A1

“Pose alignment of object 1 & 2”; Image feature guided
motion; manipulator 1 & 3.

A2“Compliant insertion”; Force

constrained motion; manipulator 1

C. Action Execution with Compliant Motion Controller
The force constrained motion is driven by the motion dynamical system, meanwhile the force constraint is updated by
the coupled state inference, as shown in Fig. 5. At each time
( t 1)
step t, the dynamical system outputs the new state ξmr
ac(t )
cording to the current state ξ m , and the new desired force is
( t 1)
inferred as ξ (frt 1) . The updated states ξmr
and ξ (frt 1) are sent to
the lower compliant motion controller as the reference signals.
The compliant motion controller integrates the position
control and the force control with the stiffness model assumption ξ f = ξm , where
is the stiffness matrix. The controller output is the next position state of the manipulator, as
given by
ξ m( t 1)  ξ m( t ) 

1

 Λ( t )


ξ

( t 1)
mr

 ξm( t )    ξ (frt 1)  ξ (f t )  (13)

where 33 is a diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal element
is the stiffness ki along the ith manipulator axis (i=1,2,3).
33 is the diagonal stiffness modulation matrix, whose ith
diagonal element is the stiffness modulation factor i[0,1]
along the ith manipulator axis. The smaller i is, the more
compliant the controller is.
D. Stiffness Modulation Based on Force Constraint
Modulating the compliant motion controller’s stiffness during the action execution can increase the adaptability. If the
current force is near the center of the allowed band, the stiffness
is increased so that the position control is more accurate without violating the force constraint. If the current force is beyond
the allowed band, the stiffness is reduced, so that the motion
control accuracy is sacrificed to guarantee the compliance.
Therefore, the stiffness modulation factor i for the ith manipulator axis is given by,

i ( e fi ,  fi )  1 

1
1  exp[ 2(| e fi | 2 fi ) /  fi ]

(14)

where e fi f ri fi is the error between the desired force f ri
and the actual force f i along the ith manipulator axis. Intuitively, the stiffness decreases gradually as |e fi | increases, remains high when |e fi | fi , and becomes low when |e fi | 3 fi .

A3 “Release object 1”
Grip; Griper 1.

A6

A4“Move out”; Force constrained
motion; manipulator 1.

“Pose alignment of module & needle”;
Image feature guided motion; manipulator 2 & 3.

A8 “Dispense glue on module”;
Glue dispense; Dispenser 1.

A5“Move in”; Force constrained
motion; manipulator 2.

A7“Compliant contact”; Force
constrained motion; manipulator 2

A9“Move out”; Force constrained
motion; manipulator 2.

Finish.

Fig. 7. Skill segmention result. Each blue box represents a stage of skill.

VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Hardware Configuration
The experimental system was built based on the design in
Section II, as shown in Fig. 6. The three AVT GC2450 cameras
(Resolution: 24482050 pixel; Pixel size: 3.453.45μm) were
mounted with the Navitar microscopes (Adjustable magnification: 0.7~4.5; Depth of field: 40~430μm). The manipulator 1
and 2 were constructed with the Sugura KWG06030G translation axes (Resolution: 1μm). The manipulator 3 was built with
the Micos ES-100 lifting stage (Resolution: 1μm), the two
Micos WT-100 rotation x-y-axes (Resolution: 0.001°) and a
Sigma SGSP-40YAW rotation z-axis (Resolution: 0.02°). The
6-axis force/torque sensor ATI Nano-43 provided the 1/128 N
force resolution, whose raw signal was processed by the Butterworth low-pass filter.
B. Sleeve-cavity Assembly Skill Learning
In the sleeve-cylinder assembly task, the object 1 and 2 were
the cylindrical sleeve and cavity, respectively. The height and
outer diameter of the object 1 were 3mm and 3.3mm, respectively. The height and outer diameter of the object 2 were
2.8mm and 2.7mm, respectively. The aim was to insert the
cavity into the sleeve and then dispense glue at their connection
position. The two objects were with a 10μm clearance fit.
1) Skill Segmentation
This skill was demonstrated for seven times with the consistent task flow. According to Section III.B, the skill was
segmented to nine stages. As shown in Fig. 7, the action classes
were selected and the activated controllers’ indexes were recorded. The nine stages corresponded to the action instances
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Fig. 8. Pose alignment action learning. (a) Simulation trajectories from the
demonstration start positions. (b) Simulation trajectories from the randomly
changed start positions. (c) Coupled directional image feature inference.

1-9, whose abstract meaning are given in the double quotation marks in Fig. 7. After 2, the two objects formed a module.
In the following contents, the learning and execution of 1, 2,
6, and 7 were presented.
2) Learning of Pose Alignment Action
The action instance 1 corresponded to the action class of
image feature guided motion. The aim was to align the positions and attitudes of the two objects. The positional and directional image features were the middle position of the object
end and the inclined angle of the object axis, respectively.
In addition to the first seven demonstrations, another seven
demonstrations were conducted, to investigate the action
learning with various initial conditions. As shown in Fig. 8(a),
the initial conditions, including the start relative positions and
attitudes of the objects, were various over demonstrations. The
numbers 1-14 in Fig. 8(a) indicate the corresponding start
points in the side and mid views of the 14 demonstrations.
As to the positional image feature dynamical system, the
learned target was ξ Ip* 1 =[-0.6,0.8,-19.8]T pixel, as shown by the
magenta points in Fig. 8(a). Then the position trajectories were
used to train the GMM with K=3. The default time interval t
was 1, because the robot moved in the stepping manner. The
learning method SEDS was with the objective function of mean
square error (MSE) and the maximum iteration number of 500.
The simulations with the learned positional image feature
dynamical system were conducted with the same start states
with the demonstrations, as shown in Fig. 8(a). Moreover, to
investigate the generalization performance, the dynamical
system was also tested with the different unseen start states,
which was obtained by randomly offsetting the demonstration

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. Pose alignment action execution. (a) Images at the start time and the
simulation trajectories. (b) Images at the end time and the execution
trajectories. (c) Execution trajectories of the object 1’s position in the side view.
(d) Execution trajectories of the object 2’s direction in the side view.

start states, as shown in Fig. 8(b). All the simulation trajectories
presented both the globally asymptotic stability and the similarity to demonstrations.
The learned coupled directional image feature inference was
shown in Fig. 8(c). The joint distribution of ξ Id 2 [ 1 , 2 ]T and
|| ξ Ip1 || was learned by the GMM with K=3. The conditional
expectation of ξ Id 2 on || ξ Ip1 || is shown by the blue curve in Fig.
8(c). The envelope of the 3- confidence band is shown by the
cyan dashed curve. First, when || ξ Ip1 || =0, the ξ Id 2 was inferred
as [90.002, 90.006]T degree, which indicated that the object 2’s
center axis should be parallel to the object 1’s when the positions were aligned. Second, from the shape of the 3- envelope,
the implicit relationship between the position and attitude
alignments was found. The initial attitudes of the objects were
uncertain within a small range. The width of the 3- confidence
band decreased as || ξ Ip1 || was reduced gradually. Therefore,
the attitude alignment was coarse when the objects were far
from each other and was fine when the objects were close.
3) Execution of Pose Alignment Action
The initial poses of the two objects are shown in Fig. 9(a).
Based on these two initial images, the action was simulated in
the image spaces. The simulation trajectories of the object 1’s
position were visualized and checked in the images. After the
practical action execution started, the object 1’s position and
the object 2’s attitude were adjusted simultaneously. To test the
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direction
Inserting

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 10. Compliant insertion action learning. (a) Demonstration motion trajectories and simulation trajectory. (b) Coupled force state inference. (c-e) Compliant
insertion action execution with the different stiffness modulation methods. (c) Motion trajectories. (d) Force trajectories. (e) Stiffness modulation factor trajectories.

adaptability to perturbation, the object 2 was lifted up suddenly
at the time step t=9. As a result, the positional image feature
dynamical system adapted the object 1’s motion instantly to
this perturbation. Finally, the pose alignment was finished
successfully and the trajectories after t=9 were still similar to
the demonstration, as shown in Fig. 9(b). The execution trajectories of the positional and directional image features in the
side view are shown in Fig. 9(c) and Fig. 9(d), respectively. The
reference signal of the object 1’s position evolved to the target
dynamically. The reference signal of the object 2’s direction
was updated by the coupled state inference. The visual controllers tracked the reference signals. The root mean square
errors (RMSE), maximum errors, and final errors were given in
Table I.
TABLE I
TRACKING ERRORS OF POSE ALIGN EXECUTION
Position error (pixel)
Direction error (°)
Camera view
RMS Max Final RMS Max Final
Side view
1.2
3.3
0.1
0.90
3.35
0.15
Mid view
3.8
7.4
0.4
0.51
1.34
0.13

4) Learning of Compliant Insertion Action
During the insertion demonstrations, the teacher controlled
the manipulator 1 to move the object 1 downward, meanwhile
adjusting its lateral position to keep the contact force within the
allowed range. The demonstrated motion trajectories are shown
in Fig. 10(a). The motion target was ξ m* =[-23,-14,3257]T μm,
which indicated that the vertical insertion distance was about
3.257mm. The lateral motion was influenced by the position
alignment error and the inclined attitude. As to the motion
dynamical system learning, the GMM was with K=2 components. The maximum iteration number and the objective function were 500 and MSE, respectively. The learned coupled
force state inference was shown in Fig. 10(b). The joint distribution of ξ f [ f x , f y , f z ]T and || ξm || was learned by the
GMM with K=3. The conditional expectation of ξ f on || ξm ||
is shown by the blue curve in Fig. 10(b). The envelope of the
3- confidence band is shown by the cyan dashed curve. Because the two objects had a gap after alignment and the object 2
had an end chamfer, the contact forces arose when || ξm || decreased to under 2000μm. The forces along the x- and y-axis
were limited within 100mN during the demonstrations.
5) Execution of Compliant Insertion Action
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed force constraint

motion, the insertion was executed in five groups of experiments. In each group, the insertion was finished with the proposed method, the stiffness profile based method [17], and the
traditional constant stiffness. Because the insertion was influenced by the objects’ inclined attitude, the five group of experiments was with the five different attitude settings A-E. The
attitude settings were implemented by manually tuning the
object 1’s attitude the given inclined angle, with the Sigma
Koki rotation stage installed on the manipulator 1’s wrist. Thus,
the three stiffness modulation methods were compared under
the same attitude setting in each group. The attitude settings
A-E were described by the object’s inclined angle in the two
views, which were [90°,90°], [90.5°,90.5°], [89.5°,89.5°],
[89.5°,90.5°], and [90.5°,89.5°], respectively. The diagonal
elements of the stiffness matrix
were all set as 10mN/μm.
The insertion performances are given in the Table II. The execution trajectories of the motion, force, and the stiffness
modulation factor under the attitude setting B are shown in Fig.
TABLE II
INSERTION WITH DIFFERENT STIFFNESS MODULATION METHODS
Stiffness modulation
Attitude
Insertion
Max force
method
setting No.
time steps
error (mN)
A
38
25.0
Proposed Force
B
39
82.9
constraint based
C
34
53.1
method
D
41
107.0
E
36
91.5
A
89
24.5
B
111
49.8
Stiffness profile
C
159
37.3
based method [17]
D
91
62.4
E
108
77.6
A
32
21.7
B
34
196.5
Constant
C
32
68.4
stiffness
D
34
181.4
E
31
115.0

10. The insertion time steps determined the time efficiency. The
maximum force error reflected the compliance degree.
The traditional method was with the constant stiffness modulation factors x = y = z =1 . Its average insertion time was the
shortest because the insertion motion was not suppressed.
However, in the groups B and D, the maximum force errors
were larger than 180mN. Using the stiffness profile based
method, the stiffness was tuned by comparing the normalized
variances of the position and force in a 5-time-steps window.
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Fig. 11. Learning and execution of glue dispensing sub-skill. (a) Demonstration
and simulation of pose align action. (b) Execution of pose align action. (c)
Demonstration and simulation of contact motion. (d) Coupled force state
inference for compliant contact.

Then the stiffness profile over the motion was learned with
GMM, as shown by the cyan curve in Fig. 10(e). Although the
insertion gave the smallest maximum force error, the reason
was that the insertion step was suppressed and the force adjustment was more frequent, which led to time inefficiency.
Therefore, the stiffness modulation was not correctly given by
the criterion in [17] when the relative importance of the motion
and force had no significant change. The proposed force constraint based stiffness modulation method provided both the
good time efficiency and compliance degree. The proposed
method modulated the stiffness according to the real time
comparison of the force error and force constraint.
6) Learning and Execution of Glue Dispensing Sub-skill
The learning and execution of the actions 6 and 7 are
shown in Fig. 11. 6 was learned with the image feature guided
motion. The learned target was ξ Ip* 1 =[-144, -0.3, -26.1]T pixel.
During the demonstrations of 7, which belonged to the force
constrained motion, the teacher controlled the manipulator 2 to
move the needle tip downward, until the needle tip contacted
the module’s top. The contact was ensured when fz arose to
about 50mN. As shown in Fig. 11(c), the learned motion target
was ξm* [0, 0, 190]T μm. The learned coupled force state
inference was shown in Fig. 11(d). fz arose only when the motion state was less than 15μm to the target. Because there was
no contact in the horizontal directions, fx and fy were near zero.
C. Coil-cylinder Assembly Skill Learning
In this section, the proposed skill learning approach was applied to the coil-cylinder assembly. The object 1 was a copper

Fig. 12. Coil-cylinder assembly skill learning and execution. (a) Demonstration
and simulation of the pose alignment action. (b) Execution of the pose
alignment action. (c) Insertion action process.

coil whose outer diameter and height were 7.3mm and 3.6mm,
respectively. The object 2 was a magnet cylinder, which was
fixed on a metal bracket and had a cantilever above it. The aim
was to insert the cylinder into the coil. The two objects were
with the 50μm clearance fit. The coil should not collide with the
cantilever during assembly.
This skill was demonstrated for four times. The two major
actions were the pose alignment and the compliant insertion. As
shown in Fig. 12(a), during the pose alignment demonstration,
the object 1 was firstly lifted down, then moved horizontally
between the cantilever and the object 2, and finally to the target
position. The pose alignment action was learned with the image
feature guided motion. Then the pose alignment action was
executed, as shown in Fig. 12(b). The motion trajectory satisfied that the object 1 had no collision with the cantilever. Finally, the insertion action was to move down the object 1 until it
covered the object 2 completely, as shown in Fig. 12(c).
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, an approach of skill learning from demonstration is proposed for precision assembly robot. The designed
framework is scalable for multi-procedure skills. Although the
robot has multiple sensors and controllers, for each action only
part of system states is used for compact action learning. The
action is driven by the nonlinear dynamical system with the
global stability, which can adapt to start state variation and
process perturbations. Using the coupled state inference, an
extra state can be simultaneously updated. In the experiments,
the proposed approach is successfully applied to the two different tasks. The skill is learned efficiently with just several
demonstrations. The two proposed action classes can be reused
as different action instances in different skills. The skill execution is with good precision and stability. The future work will
focus on the learning algorithm for intelligent image perception
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and the stiffness learning without permanent contact.
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